
Defending the Final Frontier   

Crew Meetings & Activities 2014
2014

Oct 18 Klingon Dinner Thing (Decatur)
Nov 15 Regular Meeting

Jan 3 Christmas/New Years Party
2015

May 15-17 Regional Summit
All above meeting are subject to change. Normally we meet at Shady 

Oaks BBQ at 3:00 p.m. on the dates above (unless otherwise 
mentioned.)

REMINDER!! OCTOBER’S MEETING IS IN DECATUR 
FOR THE KLINGON DINNER THING. 
Pot-luck dinner, bring what you can and put a Klingon name to it. 
Bring enough for you and several others. Dress up like a Klingon 
– whatever you call Klingon dress. 
This  will  be  held  at  the  Wesley  Center  at  the  First  United 
Methodist Church of Decatur. Someone will be there by 4 pm and 
we will be out of there (after cleaning up) at 9.
(If not before then) Bring your friends, the more the merrier. 
This is  also our Birthday Meeting and Awards and Promotions 
Meeting so everyone needs to be there to see what happens – 
don’t wait to read about it. 
Directions:
From FW: take 35 to 287 (the exit is just N of Western Center). 
 Exit 287 to Business 287.   Turn Left on E Main St; the Wesley 
Center is on the corner of E Main & S Church streets.   
from DFW area, take 114 west to Rhome, from there take 287 N. 
 (and then take the rest of the directions
https://maps.google.com/maps?
f=q&source=embed&hl=en&geocode=&q=104+S.+Miller+-
+Decatur,TX&sll=37.0625,-
95.677068&sspn=44.069599,58.447266&ie=UTF8&hq=&hnear=104
+S+Miller+St,+Decatur,+Wise,+Texas+76234&z=16&ll=33.233606,-
97.584617

From the Ready Room
The meeting this month was fun, wasn't it?  I don't know if we'll go back 
to Flips next year -- that will be up to whoever's in the center seat -- but 
I had fun.

I won’t dwell too much on what went on (I refer you to the Captain’s 
Blog  on  our  website,  http://ussregulator.weebly.com for  more 
information)  but  I  would  like  to  touch  on  something  mentioned  by 
Michael Cross.  Once upon a time, our chapter was known as the USS 
Comanche,  a  Galaxy-class  starship.   Around  the  10th  year  of  the 
Comanche’s existence, the crew decided to re-launch as an Achilles-
class ship, the USS Regulator.  I don’t know all of the reasons behind 
this decision, as I  wasn’t  around STARFLEET at the time, but I  do 
know that Liz Goulet was in the chapter then, and if she feels like it, 
she’ll share whatever reasons she remembers.  This month, Michael 
suggested that we poll  the crew to decide if  there is interest in  re-

launching  as  a  TOS-era  ship  (his  specific  suggestion  was  a 
Constitution (refit)-class ship, like the movie Enterprise and Enterprise-

A).  At this time, I don’t know if something like that would require a new 
name for the ship, but I assume it would require a new hull number (so 
we wouldn’t be NCC-73337 anymore.)

Please think about this.  I love the Original Series, but we’ve over 11 
years of history as the Regulator.  I wouldn’t want to make the change 
without everyone wanting to do so… it’s a big step, and we’ve had lots 
of good word-fame as Regulator.

Regardless, we wouldn’t be changing soon.  At the earliest, it would 
happen around May, when the next CO takes command.  Think about 
it, come up with the class ship (and name of ship, if we had to change 
that), and let Liz know your opinions & thoughts.

Upcoming: Klingon Dinner Thing, Alliance Air Show, Step Out: Walk to 
Stop Diabetes, November crew meeting, Hobbit Movie Away Mission, 
Holiday Party (at Cynthia’s).  Keep checking the web page for more 
details.

With my compliments, 
Brigadier Tank Clark, SFMC
Commanding Officer, USS Regulator 

XO/Communications
It is always great to see everyone at our monthly meetings and to see 
how  everyone  enjoys  participating.  That  being  said,  I  do  hope 
everyone who can will try and attend October’s meeting at our Klingon 
Dinner Thing.  It  is  always a  fun get-together.  And we usually  have 
unexpected guests from our sister ships showing up. 

Don’t forget to bring some kind of a dish to share with the rest of the 
Klingons.  And  remember,  so  people  do  have  food  allergies  so  be 
careful of what you put into your recipes. The more familiar ones are 
peanuts,  some food  flavorings  (banana,  coconut),  some food  dye’s 
(usually red 40), onions, and recently we heard of some with a pork 
allergy.  If  your recipes call  for any of  these things, be sure and let 
everyone know about them. We don’t want to have to rush someone to 
the ER is we don’t have to. 

If you are not sure, bring the recipe with you so everyone will know 
what they are eating. (We can skip the ingredients for the Haggus). 

Liz Goulet, R.Admiral, XO/Communications Officer

BRIDGE REPORT
Mirror, Mirror on the wall, who’s the deadest of them all? Another Mirror 
month has come and gone. This is just one of the things that make me 
happy I belong to the Regulator. Mirror month is always a blast. If you 
haven’t had a chance to read this year’s stories please take the time to 
go to the webpage and check them out. All are very creative entries. 
This was our last year to kill Captain Tank. Next year will bring a new 
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Captain and new inventive ways to send him/her to their final resting 
place. (BTW Tank I did manage to get Perry in the agonizer booth…)

It will  soon be time for the Step Out walk to fight  Diabetes. Please 
consider joining our team. We had a great time last  year and look 
forward  to  seeing  more  of  you  this  year.  There is  a  link  on  the 
webpage.  They  make  it  very  easy  for  you  raise  donations  using 
Facebook  and  email.  If  you  can’t  make  the  walk  please  consider 
donating to one of the crew who is. 

The Klingon Dinner Thing is almost here! Dust off your best Klingon 
recipes  and  join  us  on  the  planet  of  Decatur  for  food,  fun  and 
fellowship. I wonderful time was had by all last year and I hope we 
have even more folks join us this year. 

Don’t forget you pop tops! Alan has been doing a great job keeping 
track of everyone tallies but I am sure he has time to count a few more. 
Mirror month has wreaked havoc on the bridge but I  am sure Chief 
Engineer Marchant will have the repairs finished in a timely manner. 
Till next month may the force be with you! 
LT. Michael Cross
P.S.  Planting  a  seed  for  Star  Wars  month.  Looking  for  ideas  for 
contests, activities and events. 

MEDICAL ALERT!! MEDICAL ALERT: 
4 fruits you didn’t know were good for your eyes
With all the weight loss programs, supplements, and trendy diets out 
there, the good of  fruits of the earth have to fight to keep up. There’s a 
lot to be said for the benefits of whole foods. Add these super fruits to 
your diet to help keep your eye health—and waistline—in check.
Apples
Combating  heart  disease,  lowering  the  risk  of  stroke,  and  reducing 
cholesterol levels aren’t the usual things that come to mind when you 
think of apples. Still, these are all benefits of this eye-healthy fruit. The 
magic  ingredients?  Antioxidants  and  pectin,  which  help  to  reduce 
inflammation  and  LDL cholesterol levels. Matt Alpert, O.D explains, 
“Many people don’t  know that  cholesterol  can build up in  the blood 
vessels of your retina and pose a risk of damage to the eye. Your eye 
doctor can spot high cholesterol just by examining your eyes.”
Grapefruit
This  fruit  boasts  serious  diabetes-fighting  properties.   A  study  of 
overweight  adults  showed that  those  who consumed grapefruit  had 
lower insulin levels after 12 weeks. Dr. Alpert explains, “Diabetes, both 
type 1 and type 2, can take a toll on your eyes and lead to conditions 
like diabetic retinopathy. This condition causes the eye’s blood vessels 
to leak and damage the retina, often causing vision loss.”
Blueberries
These blue beauties are a great way to complement your weight loss 
routine (only 88 calories per cup!) and purge your body of toxins that 
can damage your eyes and other organs. Anthocyanins,  which give 
blueberries  their  bold  color,  act  as  anti-inflammatory  agents  and 
antioxidants  that  protect  your  cardiovascular  system.  “Keeping  your 
heart  healthy  helps  keep  your  whole  body—including  your  eyes—
healthy,” comments Dr. Alpert.
Grapes  
Who  knew  this  unassuming  fruit  was  so  jam-packed  with  health 
benefits? The polyphenols in grapes—particularly the red variety—help 
prevent type 2 diabetes and high blood pressure. By extension, this 
means grapes guard against glaucoma and diabetic retinopathy. Add 
that eye-health perk to grapes’ cancer-fighting resveratrol compounds, 
and you’ve got every reason to pick up a cluster on your next grocery 
run.

Hope you found the articles on Eye Health helpful.  
Yours in Service
CMDR Tracy Clark

BOSUN (Chief in Charge)
Just to give you an idea as to how the Flip Top Challenge is going, 
here are some results. 
FAMILY groups
Michael Cross (Katelyn Barnett & Amanda Fralicks    1956
Clarks        664
Goulets     504

INDIVIDUAL s
Sean Washburn    300
Roon                      25

For a grand total of 3449 which will go to Ronald McDonald House. 
Keep those flip tops coming and if you haven’t participated, it’s not to 

late to start. Just bring some in to the next meeting with your name on 
the bag and we’ll get you listed.
Alan Goulet, MGSgt

ATTENTION: Rules for the contest
Starting at the June meeting, we are starting a Flip Tab challenge to 
everyone  on  the  ship.  There  will  be  two  groupings  –  families  and 
individuals (you can NOT participate in both groups). Each month you 
attend – bring your flip tabs from you soft drink cans (or beer if  you 
prefer) in a baggie with your name on them. I will count them up and 
give either the family or individual credit for them. No name, no credit.
At the end of June 2015, I will total everyone’s count and there will be 
awards handed out at the July meeting for the family who brought in 
the most and the individual who brought in the most. 

The tabs will be donated to the Ronald McDonald House associated 
with Cooks Children’s Hospital. I hope everyone accepts this challenge 
– the more the merrier. 
 

From the Flight Deck: 
OIC, VMA-333 “Phoenix Squadron”
Okay, Marines – take a knee and listen up:

No  report  this  month  since  all  the  marines  seem  to  be  on  away 
missions.
Meanwhile, carry on smartly.
Colonel  Tank  “Bazinga”  Clark,  SFMC  OIC,  VMFA-333  “Phoenix 
Squadron”, 3BDE S-1 Personnel & Administration

News from Penn. Regulator Away Team
Still manning an away mission in the Northern Territories.
Sincerely
John A. Kraly II
Commander-SFI, PA member of USS Regulator
President & Organi-czar – West Shore Science Fiction Society
CO-USS Pennsylvania NCC-17120 (Independent Star Trek club)
“In the spirit of BB-38 & SSBN-735”
“The Achilles-class starship is a warship developed by the
Federation  during  the  Dominion  War”  –  http://memory-
beta.wikia.com/wiki/Achilles_class

From the Deck 15 Horde: Known as the Klingon 
Krew     
As the Klingon Dinner Thing is fast approaching, I thought it might be 
nice to share a traditional dish: Rokeg Blood Pie!
(Source: foodreplicator.tumblr.com, en.memory-alpha.org)

An ancient Klingon recipe, Rokeg blood pie is served during their “Day 
of  Honor”  holiday.  In  direct  contrast  to  the  Vulcans,  this  dish  is 
decidedly not vegan friendly.

You’ll Need:
• 600ml / 20 fl oz pig’s blood
• 150ml / 5 fl oz heavy cream
• 280g / 10oz pork back fat, finely diced
• 280g / 10oz onions, finely diced
• 2 tablespoons rolled oats
• 1 tablespoon salt
• 1/2 tablespoon smoked paprika
• 1/2 tablespoon sweet paprika
• 1/2 tablespoon nutmeg
• 1/2 tablespoon white pepper
• 1/2 tablespoon chili flakes (optional)
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• 3 small beetroots with long roots (if preparing the pie to look like it 
does on the show)

For the pastry (If using):
180g / 6 1/3oz butter, at room temperature
240g / 81/2oz flour
1-2 tablespoons ice water

Preheat the oven to 180°C / 350°F.
Start by making the pastry (if using). Rub the flour and butter together 
in a bowl until the mixture resembles breadcrumbs. Add a tablespoon 
of ice water and bring the mixture together into a ball. Add the second 
tablespoon of  water if  needed. Wrap the dough in plastic wrap and 
refrigerate until needed. 

For the filling:
Start by cooking the onions until soft, and then add the diced pork fat. 
Cook for a  few minutes until  the fat  turns slightly  translucent,  then 
remove from the heat and let cool. 

Put the blood in a blender and blend for a couple of minutes to break it 
up, then strain into a bowl, to remove any clots. To the blood, add the 
cooled pieces of fat and onions, cream and the oats and spices. Stir 
well to combine. 

Roll  out  the  pastry  and  place  onto  a  tart  or  pie  pan.  Cover  with 
aluminum foil and add pie weights, coins or dried beans as weights. 
Bake for about 15 minutes, until it begins to brown. 

Remove  the  foil  and  the  weights,  and  immediately  add  the  blood 
mixture. Make sure you stir it, so any bits that have fallen to the bottom 
are remixed. I find it easiest to use a soup ladle and ladle it in to the pie 
shell.

Bake for about 30-40 minutes, or until the mixture is firm to the touch 
and a dark brown color. If desired, add any scraps of pastry to the top 
in a lattice or other design. Return to the oven and bake for a further 5 
minutes to brown the pastry.

If  you want  to  make the  version  as it  appeared  on TNG,  boil  your 
beetroots for about 20 minutes, so they are starting to soften but not 
completely soft. Make the filling as described above, then pour into a 
glass bowl. Insert the beetroots in the top, and bake for 30-40 minutes 
until  the  mixture  is  firm  to  the  touch.  Serve  to  your  Klingon  High 
Council and be assured that honour is satisfied.

Kai!  
Klark, son of Konald

Have Phaser, Will Travel! 

Hooha, Rangers!

In July, I wrote about Gamma World 1st Edition; in August, I followed 
up with  an article  about  Gamma World  2nd  Edition.   So,  now that 
September is here, it must be time for a discussion on Gamma World 
3rd Edition.

The  year  is  1986.   TSR's  most  popular  game  is  still  Advanced 
Dungeons & Dragons, and the second edition of that game is still three 
years away.  D&D's Basic set, called the Red Box, is still not only on 
the shelves of game stores, but is still very popular.  The two newest 
games by  TSR are  the  Conan RPG (1985)  and  the  Marvel  Super 
Heroes RPG (1984), both of which used a new mechanic, called an 
Action Table. This was a design feature that TSR really liked, so when 
they decided to update GW, they did a  total redesign of  the game, 
centering everything around the Action Table.

When I  started  researching  this  game,  I  discovered  there  were  no 
positive reviews about it.  I never purchased it when it was for sale, so I 
had to acquire the game via the Internet to check it out for myself.  The 
copy I  found was missing the Gamemaster's  Screen,  and this  is  a 

problem, as two very important tables were only printed on that screen, 
and  not  in  the  books:  the  weapons  table  and  the  armor  table. 
Fortunately, I was able to find a copy of the weapons table in the fourth 
adventure  module  and  I  recreated  the  armor  table  based  on 
information from an article in an old issue of Dragon magazine.

I haven't yet had a chance to actually play this version of the game. I 
have thoroughly read through it, and I see some of the reasons for the 
negative reviews, but I have also seen some good aspects.

First, the negative.  It seems that TSR rushed the game out without 
doing the correct amount of proofreading and editing.  For example, it 
makes no sense for the above-mentioned armor and weapons tables 
to  not  appear  in  the  rules booklet  as  well  as  on  the  game master 
screen.  The weapons and armor are discussed and described in the 
text, but the necessary info -- weapon damage, armor class -- was not 
printed.   The  editing  was  bad  enough  that  when  the  game  was 
released,  TSR included  a  "rules  supplement"  to  cover  most  of  the 
omitted information, as well as the errata.  

The other big negative might also be actually a positive:  the Action 
Table.  Previous editions used a twenty-sided die (d20) to resolve most 
actions, comparing the die roll,  sometimes modified, to one table or 
another to determine success or failure. In combat, other dice would be 
rolled  to  determine  damage  after  success.  There  was  a  different 
mechanic for "saving throws" to avoid damage by other hazards, and 
still different mechanics to resolve other actions.  The Action Table did 
away with that, and is used in the 3rd Edition to resolve every type of 
action (except initiative, which is resolved using a six-sided die (d6)). It 
was completely different, and that threw many players off... but it made 
it more uniform, and in many ways, I think it was better.  Few, if any, 
modern  RPGs  depend  on  referring  to  a  table  for  every  action,  so 
modern gamers would probably find it off-putting.

I cannot say this is a good game system or a bad one, not until I have 
had a chance to play it.  I can say that it intrigues me.  Next month, I'll 
let you know how it goes.

Leading the way,
Fleet Captain Tank Clark, SFSO
Team Leader, 33rd STARFLEET Rangers ("The Paladins")
Have Phaser, Will Travel

THE LOUNGE

Remember to return your empties to the replicator, and what happens 
in the lounge stays in the lounge, unless we get a better offer…D
Mark West
Bartender 

Cadet Counselor
October birthdays are Eugene Connolly Oct 23 and Liz Goulet Oct 27.
I hope to see everyone at our yearly Klingon Dinner Thing this next 
month. I hear it will be lots of fun and lots of good food. If you have 
never attended one of these, you don’t know what you are missing.
Michelle Goulet, Chief Petty Officer 

Engineering Department
(continuing from last month on Warp Travel)
If  dU/dt isset  to  1,  then  a  test  photon  that  has  a  velocity  vector 
orthogonal to the brane would have a zero speed as measured on the 
brane,  dX/dt=0. If a test photon has a dU/dt=0, but arbitrarily large  U 
coordinate, dX/dt will be large, possibly >>1. Remember that c was set 
to 1, so dX/dt>1 is analogous to the hyper-fast travel character of the 
Alcubierre metric. The behavior of the null-like geodesics in the Chung-
Freese  metric  becomes  space-like  as  U gets  large.  The  null-like 
geodesics in the Alcubierre metric become space-like within the warp 
bubble,  or  where  the  boost  gets  large.  This  suggest  that  the 
hyperspace coordinate serves the same role as the boost, and the two 
can be informally related by the simple relationship y  eu.̴  A large boost 
corresponds to an object being further off the brane and into the bulk. 
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Mission Planning with a Warp-enabled System
To  this  point,  the  discussion  has  been  centered  on  the  interstellar 
capability of the models, but in the interest of  addressing the crawl-
walk-run paradigm that  is a  staple  of  the engineering and scientific 
disciplines,  a  more  “domestic”  application  within  the  earth’s 
gravitational  well  will  be  considered.  As a  preamble,  recall  that  the 
driving phenomenon for the Alcubierre metric was speculated to be the 
boost acting on an initial velocity. Can this speculation be shown to be 
consistent  when using the tools of  early reference missing planning 
while  considering  a  warp-enabled  system?  Note  that  the  energy 
density  for  the  metric  is  negative,  so  the  process  of  turning  on  a 
theoretical  system  with  the  ability  to  generate  a  negative  energy 
density,  or  a  negative  pressure  as  was  shown  in  [8],  will  add  an 
effective negative mass to the spacecraft’s overall mass budget. In the 
regime  of  reference  mission  development  using  low  thrust  electric 
propulsion systems for in-space propulsion, planners will cast part of 
the trade space into a domain that compares a spacecraft’s specific 
mass  (x to  transit  time.  While  electric propulsion has excellent “fuel 
economy”  due  to  high  specific  impulses  that  are  measured  in 
thousands of seconds, it requires electric power measured in 100’s of 
kW  to  keep  trip  times  manageable  for  human  exploration  class 
payloads. Figure 4 shows a notional plot for a human exploration solar 
electric propulsion tug sized to move payloads up and down the earth’s 
well – to L1 in this case. If time were of no consequence, then much of 
this discussion would be moot,  but as experience shows,  time is a 
constraint that is traded with other mission constraints like delivered 
payload,  power  requirements,  launch  and  assembly  manifest,  crew 
cycling frequency, mission objectives, heliocentric transfer dates, and 
more. 

 (To be continued)
Roone Machart, 2Lt
Chief of Engineering

Science Department 
The  biggest  and  the  baddest  among  meat-eating 
dinosaurs, Spinosaurus may have also been the first dinosaur to 
take  to  the  water,  swimming  in  North  Africa's  rivers  some  97 
million years ago, researchers reported on Thursday.

Floating like a crocodile to stalk prey, the 50-foot-long (15.2 meters) 
predator bore a massive sail on its back that would have risen from the 
water  like  a  shark's  fin.  The  carnivore  probably  ate  fish,  ancient 
crocodiles, and anything else afloat.

"It was the biggest carnivorous dinosaur, but Spinosaurus wasn't a land 
animal,"  says  University  of  Chicago  paleontologist Nizar  Ibrahim,  a 
National Geographic Society Emerging Explorer who led the discovery 
of the new fossils. "This was a creature adapted to life in the water."

Up to then, dinosaurs had ruled only the land. After 150 million years of 
dinosaur  evolution,  "suddenly  we  see  these  adaptations 
in Spinosaurus where it  is able to swim," says University of  Chicago 
paleontologist Paul  Sereno,  a  co-author  of Thursday's  report  in  the 
journal     Science   describing new fossils  that reveal  how the fearsome 
ancient  predator  lived.  (Read  "Mr.  Big"  in National 
Geographicmagazine.)

The  fossil  bones  of Spinosaurus  aegyptiacus described  in  the  study 
turned up in sandstone beds in the Moroccan Sahara. Complete with 
skull,  claws, and bones that formed the sail  on its back, the fossils 
reveal  a  crocodilian  snout,  paddle-like  feet,  and  dense  bones  that 
aided buoyancy, adding up to a life aquatic for the giant predator.
"All  in all,  the discoveries by this team show that Spinosaurus is  an 
extremely  unusual  and  specialized  carnivorous  dinosaur,"  says 
dinosaur expert Thomas Holtz     of the University of Maryland in College 
Park, who was not part of the discovery team.

The  fossil  finds  are  also  featured  in  the  October National 
Geographic magazine, and will appear in a National Geographic/NOVA 
special on PBS in November.

Lieutenant junior grade Colin Gabbert out

SECURITY! SECURITY!!
Latest report is the investigation as to who managed to connect to the 
Mirror universe is still underway. There are several persons of interest 
but  so  far,  no  solid  evidence  has  surfaced  to  implicate  any one  in 
particular.  We  will  keep  the  crew  informed  as  new  developments 
become available  or on  a “need to  know” bases depending on  the 
situation.
Scott Cornatez, Lt.

GAME MASTER REPORT
Hi All,
Nothing new to report so far but with the holidays coming up, new 
games will be coming out and I’ll be bringing you updates as we get 
them.
That is all for now.
Eugene
Game Master

Meetings for the USS Regulator are held every month
at 1500hrs at Shady Oaks BBQ at Sand Shell &

Hwy 35. Usually on the third Saturday of every month.
For information contact CO Col.  Tank Clark

at
regulator@region3.org

or visit our web site
http://ussregulator.weebly.com/

Regulator  Charge!  Newsletter  is  a  monthly  publication  produced  to  inform  members  of 
upcoming events with the ship, with the region, and with the fleet. As well as things of interest 
everyone might like to know about. Information in this publication is obtained through emails 
and internet sites. The USS Regulator is a non-profit organization affiliated with STARFLEET. 
Although we are Star Trek based, this club does enjoy and encourage anything that is SciFi 
related such as Battlestar Galatica, Stargate, Star Wars, X-Men, Superman, etc. This is an ‘on 
line’ publication for all those who have email. If requested a printed copy can be sent to you at 

Your home address.
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